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Roundup'82 
is weeken·d theme 
Angle Wood (center), a jUnior from. Hope, wu crowned as B~mecomlng queen tlda morning In chapel. 
Memben of her court are Melanie Eamhut, a sophomore from Conway, left, and Gina Morton, a 
Junior from Miami. eourtny of PR OFFICE 
OK, fine, fer shurr, fer shurr 
"Roundup '82" is the theme 
for this year's Homecoming. 
The Homecoming weekend 
begins today with registration at 
1 -p.m. in the lobby of the 
American Heritage Center. 
The Black and Gold banquet 
will begin at 5:30 p.m. in 
Heritage Cafeteria. The cost of 
the dinner is $5. F. W. Mattox will 
be the speaker, and Doug Lawyer 
will be the emcee. 
The musical Oklahoma will 
open at 8:15 p.m. in Benson 
Au<:Jitoriwn. Tickets are $3.50 at 
the door. Students with iden-
tification cards will be admitted 
for $1. _ 
Saturday's activities begin 
with a Muffin Roundup, a 
complimentary continental 
breakfast for alumni, in Ham-
mon Student Center from 7:30 to 
9 a.m. 
Alwnni CJ:mpel will be held in 
American Heritage Auditorium 
from 9 to 10:15 a.m. The class of 
1957 will be in charge. 
Social club reunions will be 
held front 10 to 11:15 a.m. 
The Belles and Beaux will 
perform from 11: 15 until noon in 
the Administration Auditorium. 
From 12:30 to 1:30 p.m., the 
class of '57 will be honored at a 
' luncheon in the Olen Hendrix 
Building. 
The football game will begin at 
2 p.m. when the Bisons face 
Southern Arkansas University at 
Alwnni Field. 
A reunion will be held at 4 p.m. 
in the Olen Hendrix building for 
alwnni who attended school when 
it was first located in Morrilton. 
Two performances of the 
variety show Blackout, featuring 
student talent, will play in the 
Administration Auditorium 
Saturday night, at 6:30 and again 
at 8:30. Admission is 50 cents. 
Oklahoma will be performed in 
Benson Auditoriwn at 8:15 p.m. 
Inside 
'Oklahoma' 
H~ play to open 
tonight in Benson Auditorium. 
See page 6. 
Endlessly Writing 
Bison editor Laura Brown 
writes a column on 
Homecoming. See page 6. 
Splash ... 
Swimmers are in top form 
for the season as they open 
today against Ouachita. See 
page 10. 
It can1e from California: Valley girl vernacular 
by Karen O'Donaghy 
and Laura L. Brown 
It's just so awesome, like 
I'm freaking out! Fer shurr! 
This summer a new 
language began to catch on, 
starting in California and 
sweeping across the country. 
Its growth was helped by a top 
40 song by Frank Zappa and 
his daughter, Moon Unit 
Zappa. The persona is the 
Valley Girl (Val for short), 
and the jargon is both as 
annoying and as cute as a 
Peltingese. 
. .In the song, Moon Unit talks 
her way through about five 
minutes of improvisation of 
Val talk, coming up with such 
lyrics as this: "It's like my 
mother makes me do the 
dishes, it's like other people's 
food, like so gross, like all the 
stuff sticks to the plate, grody 
to the max, I am sure, really 
nauseating, totally ... " 
The background lyrics tell a 
little about the mentality of a 
Val: "OK fine, fer shurr, fer 
shurr, she's a Valley Girl, and 
there is no cure . . . The last 
idea to cross her mind had 
something to do with where to 
find a pair of jeans to fit her .. 
. and where to get her toenails 
cut ... " 
The song is less than 
serious, but a true Valley girl 
may be offended by the jokes 
directed at her lifestyle and 
vocabulary. (Then again, she 
any particular location or 
even teenagers. 
Vals are into shopping, 
popularity, junk food and 
cosmetics. They spend 
Daddy's dollars on Bub-
blicious chewing gum, 
movies, Harlequin romances 
and records by Journey, 
Rush, Vim Halen and AC-DC. 
expressions readily available 
for study and imitation 
through The Preppy Hand-
book. 
The flavor of Valley girl 
language comes not just in the 
words but in the delivery_ It 
must be spoken with a b~e, 
girl-of-the-world enunciation, 
with a combination of pinched 
"Grody to the max, I am sure, really nauseating, totally . .. " 
may not be aware enough to 
know she is being made fun 
of.) 
'fhe original Valley girl is a 
subspecies of the 
stereotypical sun-drenched, 
rich, self-centered California 
Girl and is usually a t~nager 
from the San Fernando 
Valley. Today's converts to 
the Val lifestyle aren't from 
They are obsessed with the 
latest clothes and fads and are 
into conformity. " 
The most striking 
characteristic of a Valley girl 
is her language. Val talk is a 
descendant - or perhaps a 
degeneration - of recent 
·siang like the "far_ out, 
groovy, hip" ·of the 1960s 
hippie culture and the prep 
- Moon Unit Zappa 
nasal drawl and high-pitched 
singsong rhythm, and with an 
undercurrent of sarcasm. 
Val language is rich with 
terms of contempt, such as 
"gross," "grody" (or the 
ultimate in grossness, "grody 
to the max), "barf me out" 
and "gag me with a spoon." 
Common words of praise 
are "awesome" and 
"tubular." Two of the most 
frequently used phrases are 
one of agreement, "fer 
shurr," and one of disdain, 
"I'm shurr." Such words are 
most effective if spread over 
several octaves or several 
extra .seconds. 
About the easiest (and 
safest) way to sample another 
lifestyle is to use the 
language. The slang of the 
hippie era was used for years, 
and preppy expressions like 
"Go for it!" have found a 
place in the common 
American vocabulary . 
May~e those expressions 
endured, though, because 
there were so many true 
hippies and preppies using 
them. Valley girl vernacular 
is usually spoken in jest by the 
hip folks who are onto every 
fad. It is too soon to tell 
whether "grody" will follow 
"groovy" into the pages of 
Webster's. 
But it's like an awesome 
trend now, like everybody's 
into it, like toooooootally. Fer 
shurr. · 
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~ Opinio 
Loss encourages 
turning to others 
I 
It is difficult to write anything this week without thinking of a 
topic that has affected this campus perhaps more than any other: 
this year. But it is difficult to write about that without descending1 
into maudlin excesses. 
'~No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the 
continent,' a part of tbe· main; if a clod be washed ·away by.the sea, 
Europe is the less, as well as if a promontory were, as well as if a 
manor of thy friends or of thine owri were; any man's death 
diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind; .and therefore -
never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee." -
John Donne, Devotions XVII. 
A death touches all of us. When someone close to us dies, we 
have lost a friend, a part of our lives. When someone who was 
merely an acquaintance or .a face in the crowd is lost, we have lost 
the chances we might have hac to get to know someone who might 
have become a great friend. In either case, we have lost a part of 
ourselves. 
Sometimes we feel compelled to vow, "I'll never let myself love 
anyone again," because of the pain involved in loss. "Tis better to 
have loved and lost than never to have loved at all," Alfred Ten-
nyson knew when he wrote In Memoriam. Such an incident should 
not make us withdraw from life, but should encourage us to be 
more attentive in cultivating relationships. 
We have lost something. Now we do the best thing we can do, the 
only thing we can do: we tum to each other. Perhaps we are made 
wiser or stronger. We know that we grow from pain, as Robert 
Browning wrote in his thoroughly optimistic poem "Rabbi Ben 
Ezra:" "Then welcome each rebuff - That turns earth's 
smoothness rough,- each sting that bids nor sit nor stand, but go! 
- Be our joys three parts pain! - Strive, and hold cheap the 
strain; - Learn, nor account the pang; dare, never grudge the 
throe!" 
The same thought that sobers us should also excite us. If all of us 
are a part of mankind, we have lost by another's loss; but we also 
have been enriched by the people we have met. We are made of bits 
and pieces of the people we have known - a shared personal joke, 
an evening of confession, a game played often together, the touch 
of a hand. 
So we have lost. But we have been reminded of what we cherish 
in each other. Perhaps some film of quotidian complacency has 
been wiped from our eyes so that we can look at each other and 
find something we've never seen before. 
Words, -words, words,_---. 
"If you will tell me why the fen 
appears impassable, I then 
will tell you why I think that I 
can get across it if I try." 
-Marianne Moore 
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BE-fORE. AfTE~ 
Unemployment is social tragedy 
As the country sinks ever 
deeper into an econo,mic 
quagmire, prospective graduates 
and unemployed alike wonder 
about finding a job. 
The severity of the current 
recession, unlike previous 
downturns, has highlighted the 
noncompetitive position of the 
United States in the rubber, steel, 
and auto industries. Produc-
tivity, which is synonymous with 
prosperity' dropped to below one 
percent in the late 70's. As a 
result, industry has turned to 
automation to compete and stay 
solvent. 
Machines, which allow man to 
do more with less effort, 
however, have replaced and will 
continue to replace workers. 
Robots, once thought to be 
merely a figment of Isaac 
Asimov's imagination, are 
changing industry and the way 
work is performed.· According to 
the investment firm of Bache & 
Halsey & Stuart & Shields, the 
United States presently has some 
3,000 mechanical magicians, 
while Japan has over 10,000. 
Robots have been a godsend for 
management: they work three 
shifts a day without complaining, 
never become bored, perform 
dangerous tasks with precision, 
The Verdict 
and are immune to government 
and union regulations concerning 
work conditions. 
Originally, robots did only the 
repugnant, monotonous work 
that laborers loathed; however, 
robots increasingly have taken 
over the more interesting and 
pleasant tasks. In fact, the idea of 
operating whole factories by 
machines with minimal super-
vision seems likely to occur. 
This trend has started. One 
forecast by the American Society 
of Manufacturing Engineers and 
the University of Michigan that 
appeared in Time magazine 
projects that by 1988, 50 percent 
of the labor in small component 
assembly will be replaced by 
automation. 
This means that most of the 
factory workers that have been 
laid off will not be rehired, 
especially those in heavy in-
dustry. .Last March, General 
Motors announced its plims to 
.purchase 14,000 industrial 
Walter Florence 
robots; these robots are 
estimated to replace some 40,000 
to 50,000 workers. 
Likewise, computers have 
altered the course of industry. 
We now live in an informatioo 
age that processes data at 
blinding speeds. Computers 
allow its users to make more 
accurate and intelligent 
decisions since more data is · 
available to them. Computers, 
like robots, replace jobs. 
If, then, computers and robots 
can do the work of h1Jl08ns 
·faster, more precisely, and 
cheaper, then wbatwill be left for 
people? They will_ work in t.be 
service·sector, the analysts say. 
But who will train them? 
Kurt Vonnegut, in his book 
Player Plano, gives us a glimpse 
of the direction society may be 
heading. In this future society, 
the technical elite runs tbe 
machines, while the unemployed 
majority subsists on handouts in 
contempt. 
Letters to the Editor 
Retraining workers is thus an 
imperative. At present, the 
specifics of how this retraining 
will be accomplished remains 
unknown. Reagan threatenS 
social progress 
A recent letter in the Bison 
expressed some concern about 
the movement America bas been 
taking toward a more egalitarian 
socialist society. The writer 
attributed ibis action to the 
"uninformed masses." Although 
my views differ from that writer, 
and most people on this campus, 
I would like to express them for 
the consideration of the readers. 
A~erica is facing a crises (sic) 
regarding the relationship bet-
ween individuals and society. It 
is inevitable that individuals 
become more dependent upon 
society as our coun~ ·increases 
in complexity. Some people see 
this as a threat to the individual 
rather than an organic bond of 
protection. These prefer to 
continue the .system of "every 
man for himself'' rather than 
progress into a new era where we 
devote our energies to society 
and its needs. 
Reagonomics will have a 
devastating effect upon our 
progress from the predatory 
phase of primitive economics to a. 
more socially concerned society. 
Kyle . (Beaty) implied that 
Reaganomics will hurt no one. 
'Ibis clearly is not true. The 
actions of this administration and 
its conservative constituents 
involve real concern and good 
·<See LETI'ERS, 'page 3) · · · · 
However, schools, industry, 
and government clearly must 
cooperate in order to ensure that 
both workers find jobs and in-
dustry finds skilled workers. This 
type of cooperation requires 
meticulous planning and per-
sistence. 
Workers, meanwhile, must 
either upgrade their skills or 
accept lower wages. Ma_ny 
currently would take any Job 
they could get. Therein nes the 
imperative. 
Unemployment is a social 
tragedy; it destroys hopes, 
dreams and often lives. 
Therefore, the question of bow we 
will employ our people demands 
immediate· attention; · · ' ' · 
• 
Lettem ________________________ __ 
(continued from page 2) 
intentions, but the outcome has 
been unbearable to those already 
suffering. 
I would also like to address the 
peace movement. Young 
Americans must become con-
cerned aboot the outcome of the 
I STATE FARM l 
INSURANCE 
® 
FOR INSURANCE CAll 
Vernon Rogers 
268-8638 
1311 E Race Ave 
Like a goad neighbor. 
State Farm Is there. 
Sror@ forn• rnsuroncp (omoon·e~ 
Homp Ofl•ce-s 810ornor1gron /JJ ,no •s 
present nuclear madness. I 
would like to share with you some 
statements by Albert Einstein 
which show a relationship bet-
ween domestic and international 
philOsophies. 
"If unrestricted sacred egoism 
leads to dire consequences in 
economic life, it is still worse as a 
guide in international relations. 
As long as the possibility of war 
remains, nations will insist on 
being as perfectly prepared in a 
military sense as they can; in 
order to emerge triumphant. To 
arm is to give one's voice and 
make one's preparations, not for 
peace but for war. One has to 
realize that the powerful in-
dustrial groups concerned in the 
manufacture Of arms are doing 
their best to prevent the peaceful 
settlement of international 
disputes. In these days of 
democratic government the fate 
of nations hangs on the people 
themselves; each individual 
must always bear that in mind." 
Jimmy Maynard 
Happy 
Homecoming! 
Bring your parents 
in to visit us 
at: 
The Corner Gift Sho_p 
927 E. Market 268-4741 
Nuclear freeze 
a joke to Soviets 
The nuclear freeze movement 
ignores the fact that the 
ideological foundation of the 
Soviet Union demands the 
capitulation of the United States. 
To doubt this statement is to 
ignore every piece . of Soviet 
ideological literature. Having 
said this, is it logical to assume 
that the Soviet Union will freeze 
its nuclear development? Of 
course, it isn't. The Soviet 
leaders must sit around in the 
evenings deriving immense joy 
from the so-called "peace 
movement" in the U.S. They 
believe what Mao Tse-tung <now 
officiallyMaoZedong) once said: 
"Political power grows out of the 
barrel of a gun." Having said 
that political power is what the 
Soviet Union is after, it does not 
logically follow that they will 
shorten the barrels of their guns. 
One more point deserves 
emphasis. The Communist world 
view doesn't value human life. 
Because, in this view, humans 
are merely matter, Stalin killed 
tens of millions of Russians (he 
made Hitler look like a Boy 
Scout), and Pol Pot killed two 
million Cambodians. Therefore, 
there is no indication that 
Communist leaders will freeze 
nuclear weapon development for 
fear of possible human mortality, 
but they will exploit any U.S. 
military weakness. 
Kyle B. Beaty 
Our Policy 
Letters to the editor are 
welcome. They should be 
typewritten and should not 
exceed 200 words. Letter 
should be addressed to the 
Bison at Box 1192. To be 
printed, letters must be 
signed, although names may 
be withheld on ~uest. 
' . 
SPECIAL NOTICE 
2910 E. Race 
Free Soft Drinks After 
5:00 on Wednesday 
You can now get the same great deal 
on Wednesday night that you can on 
Sunday. 
Offer Good 
Between The 
Hours Of 
5 & 10:30 p.m. 
Searcy 268·9888 
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Christians 
in the World 
~ ToayBono 
God's love inspires 
constant friendship 
Time, space, and "What does it 
matter?" You and I spend a lot of 
time taking up space, but for the 
people we meet, do we show them 
they really matter? 
Sometimes I wonder if the 
people I talk to everyday are 
really screaming for help inside 
and I just never hear them. 
Maybe they tried to get my at-
tention by the stress apparent on 
their faces or by the sluggishness 
when they walk to class. 
Maybe I haven't noticed you 
when you've needed someone to 
be honest with. 
Relationships make life. From 
the time we're born we grow to 
trust or to mistrust people. 
Through others we learn to find 
our. purpose in life, or we learn to 
find emptiness. People lead us to 
success or failure. 
It's interesting how God chose 
people to carry the message of 
Jesus instead of direct revelation 
to everybody. 
I'd like to quote Landon 
Saunders again. It seems he's 
expressed the idea before I ever 
thought about this article. "If. 
you're like me, you need a little 
inspiration each day. And 
sometimes that is pretty hard to 
get . . . Today, I'll change my life 
and my family's life with just 60 
seconds. I will look deep into 
their eyes in a way they'll know 
that nothing and no one else in all 
the world is in my mind but them. 
In a way that makes the world 
stand still. A way that says more 
powerfully than all words or gifts 
ever could, 'I love you ... ' If you 
wrinkle, I'll love. If you fail, I'll 
stay with you. If you get sick, I'll 
feed you, sit up with you -
anything except leave you. I will 
never leave you." 
I know that God is the same 
way (seeHebrews 13:5-8). And if 
my life is going to ever matter to 
someone else I suppose I'll have 
to concentrate on that. 
Excuse Us 
Kyle Northam was unin-
tentionally omitted from the list 
of students who were inducted 
into Sigma Tau Delta, the 
English honor society, in a story 
on the Oct. 29 Bison. 
In a letter to the editor from 
Kyle Beaty in the same issue, the 
words "allegiance (sic)" ap-
peared. To set the record 
typesetter who did not un-
derstand what "sic" meant 
corrected the word to read 
"allegiance," and the problem 
was not caught in the final proofs. 
We apologize to Beaty and to the 
person who corrected the spelling 
for any embarrassment they 
may have been caused. 
straight, Beaty incorrectly Finally, in a story concerning a 
spelled the word "allegience." As missing ·Searcy girl, Jeanie 
is journalistic policy with letters, Marie Blansett, a phone number 
the mistake was not corrected, which persons with information 
but followed by "sic" (which · about Blansett's location was 
roughly translated from Latin: · · incorrect. The correct number 
means "intentionally so writ- for Lois Brown, associate 
ten") to indicate that the professor of education who had 
misspelling was the author's. been counseling with Blansett, is 
Apparently a proofreader or 268-7402. 
1902 E. Market 
vUemoll[eg 
Calll CBe 
~ : 8~citU'lg· · .· . · ' \ 
~et ug ~eQp ~ou 
cap tulle t~oge deQi-
cate WlOWle"'-ts. 
£~quLgite p~oto­
gltap~~ b~ ... 
268-5614 
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Author to be next series speaker 
George Gilder, author of the 
best-selling book Wealth and 
Poverty, will be coming to speak 
at the American Heritage 
Auditorium on Monday at 7:30 
p.m. as part of the American 
Studies lecture series. 
The lecture will be open to 
everyone and will follow a dinner 
at 6:30 for those involved in the 
American Studies program. 
Gilder's book Wealth and 
Poverty explains the principles 
of the new school of supply-side 
economics. William F. Buckley 
Jr. says of it, "The economic 
thesis that high marginal tax 
rates create poverty should be 
carefully studied by 
congressmen." 
The Office of Management and 
Budget Director David Stockman 
has purchased several copies of 
Gilder's book for his colleagues 
in the government. He says the 
book "will have substantial 
impact on public policy." 
Gilder has been actively in-
volved in the development of 
supply-side economics since the 
early 1970s. He is chairman of the 
Lehrman Institute's Economic 
Roundtable and program 
director for the International 
Center for Economic Policy 
Studies. 
Gilder was graduated from 
Harvard University, where he 
studied sociology and govern-
ment. Some other books he has 
written include The Visible Man 
and Sexual Suicide. 
Gilder has also written for 
several publications. He lectures 
throughout the United States and 
Europe. 
He is strongly in favor of 
dramatic cuts in taxes, and he 
encourages a more en-
trepreneurial spirit which, he 
claims, is the source of new 
wealth. 
Gilder currently lives in 
Tyringham, Mass. He is married 
arid has two daughters. 
English proficiency exam 
scheduled fot Nov. 15 
OnMonday, Nov.l5, the Junior 
English Proficiency Test (JEP) 
will be given at 3:30p.m. in Bible 
100. 
The test is restricted to juniors 
and. seniors and serves as a 
replacement· for English 249, 
which is a requirement for 
graduation. 
are alSo exempt. 
A score of 630 or higher on the 
Engijsb (GLEP) composition and 
proficiency section of the College 
Level Examination Program will 
also fulfill the requirement, and a 
grade of C or better in English 281 
is equivalent. 
Guards posted to catch glass thiev~s 
There are several ways--that 
students can be exempt from 
taking the JEP and English 249. 
Anyone who received a grade of 
B or better in English 103 is 
exempt. Those students with an A 
in English Composition received 
from a school other than Harding 
During the 90 minutes allotted, 
students must select one of 
several given topics and write a 
300-word essay. The students will 
need pens with blue or black ink, 
paper, a dictionary and-or a 
thesaurus, and their iden-
tification cards. 
Due to a recent rash of drinking 
glass thefts from American 
Heritage f ~afeteria, guards will 
be posted at the door to help 
remind students to leave their 
glasses in the cafeteria, Food 
Services Committee Chairperson 
lisa James reported at the 
Tuesday night meeting of the 
Student Association. 
In other business, Charles 
Dupre, special projects com-
mittee chairman, was not 
present at the meeting, but 
reported to S.A. president Zac 
Muncy that the student directory 
sales were going well and that the 
S.A. had already recouped its 
original investment. 
Michele Ellis, physical plant 
committee chailperson, repo.r1ed 
that ' Lott Tucker vice president 
of finance, belieV'es ~t exhaust 
fans in the dorm bathrooms are 
not economically feasible. 
She also reported that student 
input shows that designated 
parking spaces are not what the 
general consensus wants and that 
weather stripping is being put in 
Old Married Students Apart-
ments which do not already have 
it. 
Homecoming preparations 
took up most of the meeting. 
Shannon Walker, chairman of the 
Homecoming committee, 
Student dies in apartment Monday 
Ken Ard, a junior from 
Richardson, Texas, died Monday 
in his apartment at 710 East 
Woodruff St. He was 20. 
Ard died of asphyxiation by 
strangulation sometime between 
11:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m., ac-
cording to Sergeant Denny 
Bishop of the Searcy Police 
Department. His body was 
discovered at about 7:30 by a 
roommate, Bishop said. 
There was no suspicion of foul 
play involved, Bishop said. An 
autopsy was performed on the 
body Tuesday morning in Little 
Rock. 
Ard was a member of Sigma 
Tau Sigma social club and 
Chorale and was in the chorus of 
the musical Oklahoma. A 
memorial service was held by 
members of those groups and 
Ken Ard 
others Tuesday evening in the 
Claude Rogers Lee Recording 
Studio. 
Cast members of Oklahoma 
have decided to dedicate the 
play's two performances to Ard. 
OAKLEY'S 
GARAGE 
General Auto & Truck Repair 
Specializing in: 
• Automotive transmission 
• Air conditioning 
• Engine overhaul 
• Tune-ups 
• Brake work 
• Drums & Rotors turned 
All sizes auto and marine batteries. 
1804 E. Market 268-7309 
presented a schedule for various 
Homecoming events to the S.A. A 
bonfire and student Bison rally in 
Rhodes Memorial Fieldhouse 
kicked off Homecoming events 
last night. 
The executive council 
Stotts Drug 
Company, Inc. 
268-2536 nominated six faculty members 
for the Distinguished Teacher 
award. The award will be given 
to three teachers in May at 
graduation. 
We Welcome 
A petition has been presented 
to the S.A. concerning the 
showing and possible boycotting 
of Searcy theaters which show R-
rated movies. Muncy read the 
petition to the S.A. members and 
motioned that they consider it 
and table discussion until next 
week's meeting. 
. Open Credit 
Charge Accounts! 
We will gladly assist you in setting up a 
charge account for billing to your home! 
David Long, junior men's 
representative, brought up a 
request that the student center be 
redecorated with a cozier at-
mosphere. Muncy -said this would 
be put under the jurisdiction of 
the Student Activities Committee 
when it is completely organized. 
Dr. Jerome Barnes, S.A. ad-
viser, said that the S.A.C. will be 
organized by Christmas. 
Other SA-sponsored activities 
discussed were the Rape Crisis 
Seminar scheduled for Nov. 12 in 
American Heritage Auditorium 
and the Double Barrel concert 
Tuesday in Benson Auditorium. 
Roger & 
Virginia Williams 
Stotts Drug 
Company, Inc. 
103 Arch St. 
South Side of The Square 
Cut Yourself in on a Bargain, Clip These Coupons. 
~--------------------· 
I Freshstastiks l 
I I 
I $2.49 I 
I I 
I Expires Nov. 11, 1982 I 
1-------------------· r--------------------, 
·: Chicken Fried Steak : 
l with freshstastiks I 
I I 
: $2.79 1 
I I 
1 Expires Nov. 11, 1982 I 
~-----------------~--J 
r--------------------~ 
1 Hamburger with 1 
I Freshstastiks 1 
I $2.49 I 
I 
: Expires Nov. 11, 1982 1 
-'--------------------1 r--------------------1 
1 Chopped Steak 1 
I with freshstastiks ! 
I I 
I $3.29 I 
I I 
I I 
1 Expires Nov. 11, 1982 1 
L---------------------1 
World's favorite, served the Bonanza way, with baked potato 
or French Fries, and all you want 
from our fantastic food bar. 
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Eta Chapter of Alpha Ch~ 
admits 54 new members, 
Program takes 53 to Houston 
Fifty-four new members were 
inducted earlier this semester 
into the Eta Chapter of Alpha 
Chi, a, national honor society. 
Three faculty sponsors, Dr. Don 
England, Dr. Neale PryQr and 
Dr. Joseph Pryor, officiated at 
the induction ceremony. 
The new members are Dani 
J Albany, Kyle Beaty, Lizabeth 
Bell, Rebecca Bryant, Linda 
Calvert, Daniel Campbell, Byron 
Carlock, Janet Cearley; 
Lisa Chapman, Susan Char-
bonneau, Scottie Collins, Sheila 
Counts, Vernon Crowell, Dorelle 
Denham, Kalvin Donnell, Colleen 
Engel, Leann Eno; 
Sherrill Farnstrom, Jane 
Futrell, Daniel Gillett, Timothy 
Catering to the taste 
of those who enjoy 
ELEGANCE 
• Weddings 
• Engagements 
• Bridals 
• Clup Banquets 
• Club Composites 
GEORGE DILLIN 
Graham, Julie Holcomb, Robert 
Holt, Wade Huffman, Cindy 
Ireland, Mary Johnson; 
Daniel Johnston, Sally 
Krumrei, Wendell Letsinger, 
Elizabeth Mann, Laura 
McKnight, Jill Miller, Timothy 
Miller· 
Tonya Newell, Susan Perkins, 
Paul Pierce; 
Alice Powell, Pat Sue Ramsey, 
Sandra Reed, Robert Relly, Todd 
Sheldon, Jay Simpson, David 
Smith, Paul Starks, Jeffrey 
Stidman, Jeffrey Sutton, Jan 
Sykes; 
Joseph Taylor, Scott Thomp-
son, Mark White, Cara Wilson, 
Anita Woodruff, Jerry Wright 
and Terrence Yates. 
Fifty-three students traveled to 
Houston last' week as part of the 
American Studies Program's fall 
trip. 
The students were ac-
companied by sponsors Dr. 
· David Burks, head of -the 
program and d~n of the School 
of Business, and David Tucker, 
associate professor of economics. 
The group visited the Houston 
Chamber of Commerce, the 
Arthur Anderson accounting 
firm, NASA, the · Houston Police 
academy, Pennzoil Corporation, 
the office of the mayor, Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., Allied Bank of 
Texas and Houston Ship Ctutnnel. 
Dr. Burks. said Houston was 
chosen for the trip because 
several· students had expressed 
an ir1terest in the city and its 
booming economy: Dr. Burks 
46 seniors added 
to Who's Who 
Forty-six seniors have been 
chosen to be included in Who's 
Who Among Students in 
American Colleges and 
Universities. 
The honorees include Joe 
Aaron, Teresa Beers, Barry 
Blain, Kyle Blickenstaff, James 
Bradley, Laura Brown, Daniel 
Campbell, Byron Carlock, Cheryl 
Crockett, Kathy Eaton, Tanya 
Enloe, Mark Evans, Gareth 
Flanary;· 
Certified Professional Photographer 
Kenneth Fowler, Jane Futrell, 
Terri Harmon, Jacqueline 
Harris, Stephan Haynes, 
Priscilla Henderson, Phyllis 
Hickman, Brenda Hobbs, Debbie 
Hooten, Lisa James, Carla 
Kearbey, Kim McLarty; 
HERMAN WEST 
Professional Photographer 
Sarah McPike, Kand.ace 
Muncy, Zac Muncy, Brent 
Oldham, Susan Parkey; 
James Perdue, Susan Perkins, 
Kathy Pickbardt, James Red-
ding, Christopher Riley, Jennifer 
Schmidt; 
1202 E. Market Ave. Searcy, AR 72143 
Jay Simpson, Hubie Smith, 
Marla Upton, Benjamin Waites, 
Mark White, Teresa Whi,te, Gary 
Wilson, .June Wood, Anita 
Woodruff and Arthur Woods . 
Call for Appointment ....,... 268-9304 
.... 
·; 
I 
I 
4-I<(Y\" M • 
Caught in a twist? 
Unwind with a 
Pretzel at the 
COLLEGE INN 
V2 price this 
week- regular 
or witb cheese. 
(Expires Nov. 11) 
Come See U.s I 
said that in this time of recession, 
Houston's economy is having its 
problems, but, on the average, is 
doing very well. 
Highlights of the trip included ' 
presentations from heads of the 
Arthur Anderson firm and Allied 
Bank of Texas. Dr. Burks said 
the speakers were able to give 
the students insight into the 
world of business that would be 
bard to get from a textbook. 
"We let the students hear from 
business leaders so that they can 
bridge the gap between the 
textbook and the business 
world," Dr. Burks said. "The 
presentations were, on the whole, 
outstanding." 
The American · Studies 
Program plans a tour such as this 
every semester. The city to be 
toured in the spring semester bas 
not yet been chosen. 
by JIM BRADLEY 
Gone to Sea 
American Studies program members Dwight Melson and DoreUe 
Denham ride aboard a ship touring Houston's shipping channel. 
during the group's -fall trip last week. r---------., 
~ . ~ 
I &~ RECEIVE ~~ I 
I ~~tP 8 Quarter Tokens I 
I for $1 with this ad. I 
I Wed. night - Ladies Night I 
$5 worth of tokens for $3 
1 I Thurs. ~ight- College Night 
1· -6 quarter tokens for $1 with 1.0. I 
I The Electric Cowboy I. 
I * Under new ownership ~ I 
3701 Race · / 
L:Oo~--------:..J 
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'Oklahoma' cast excited about performance 
Perfomtances of musical to begin tonight 
by Lisa Taylor production I've ev~r wor~~ Wl!h -.----...--:,..,.._._.......,..___.--
After nine weeks of rehearsal and I've really enJoyed 1t, satd 
time singing, acting, D u p a u 1 . ' ' T e a c h i n g 
choreographing, building Aunt choreography has made it 
Eller's farmhouse and the possible for me to get to know 
Skidmore ranch, setting the most of the cast. Most of the 
lights, sewing costumes and people haven't had any dance 
coordinating makeup - the experience; it's amazing how 
homecoming musical Oklahoma fast they learned having had so 
will be performed tonight and little experience." 
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Costuming, although initially 
Benson Auditorium. off to a slow start, is under 
''We are finished and ready for control now. ''This ·has been an 
"People wonder what motivates you to do 
this. Why work so hard for two perfor-
mances? I do it because of other people and 
because of that sense of creation, creating 
something out of nothing and giving the au-
dience enjoyment even just for two hours." 
the performance. For the first 
time in many years," said 
director Morris Ellis, ''we've had 
time to polish and put the show 
together well." 
oklahoma, the 1943 Rogers and 
Hammerstein ~Broadway 
musical, is set in the early 1900s 
in Oklahoma's Indian territory. 
The story line involves two 
lover's triangles, one being 
serious and the other very 
comical. 
The majority of the scenes take 
pmceatAuntEUers~ 
and the Skidmore ranch. Tbe set 
was designed by assistant 
professor ~ speech Ellis, with 
the help of Robin Miller, the 
technical ·and lighting director, 
who has also worked with 
choreography for the musical. 
A major portion ~ the show is 
choreography, taught by Joe 
Aaron, who plays Will, and Lynn 
Dupaul, also a cast member. 
"This is the first major 
-Kim Hudson 
interesting show to work with 
because the costumes are so 
intricate. It has been a heart-
warming experience that so 
many came in at the last minute 
to help so much," said Leigh 
Ellis, costume and publicity 
director. 
As bead of the make-up crew, 
Rona Lyon, who attended many 
rehearsals, said, "Just by sitting 
out in the audience, I can see a lot 
of enthusiasm on stage. Every 
time I watch it I see something I 
haven't noticed before." 
Principal act«s Jeff Jolmson, 
who plays Curly, and Kim 
Hudson, wbo plays Aunt Eller, 
feel the cast is working as a unit. 
"There's a high level of energy 
and a feeling~ excitement being 
geoerated in the cast, an eager 
anticipation to perform," said 
Johnson. ''There bas been a 
sense of organization throughout 
the whole sbow and that 
organization comes frcm Mr. 
by JIM BRADLEY 
Lead cbalaeten (from left) Kim Hudlon (Aut Ellel'), Jeff Joluuoa (CurJ,y) ud Kathy Eaton (Laude) 
reheane for the homecoming play, 'Oklahoma.' The productloa wiD be pneeated b)nlgbt ad 
tomorrow night In a-.on Auditorium. Tlckeg are $3.50 8Rd Sl with studmt ldendflcatloa. 
Ellis." 
"People wonder what 
motivates you to do this. Why 
work so bard for two per-
formances? I do it because of 
other people and because ~ that 
sense_ of. creation, creating 
something· out ~ nothing and 
giving the audience enjoyment 
·even for just two hours. I like to 
give them something special to 
take with them when they leave," 
Hudson said 
Ctorus members, who perform 
choreography, sing, and appear 
in several scenes, also gain 
something special from the show. 
''1bis production seems to be so 
much more pntessiooal than 
shows we did in high school. The 
actors and actresses are so 
dedicated. It baa been worth it 
just getting to meet everybody. 
I'd do it again in a minute," said 
Anna Dinkins. Along with 
Warren Casey, orchestra 
director, Jan Sykes bas helped 
the cborus with vocal warm-ups 
and training. 
Overall, Ellis seems pleased 
with the musical. ''There's a 
tremendoos amoo.nt of talent in 
our cast - coordinating the 
choreography, . acting in the 
performance, and tbe music. It's 
exciting to won with Such good 
talent." 
On Ho-mecoming and the po"WerfUl hold called home 
we feel for the home we grew up 
in. 
This Homecoming weekend, 
some of the same people who 
griped about daily chapel and 
were so eager to graduate and 
enter the real world will be 
returning to campus to see old 
friends and to relive the 
memories of some of the best 
years of their lives. 
Endlessly· Rocking 
together which eventually grew 
into a home that may have begun 
while they were still students. 
Home may have been a suite of 
exceptionally compatible friends 
or even two • roommates whose 
years together wove a friendship 
that will last forever. Friends 
like that will come back to 
campus for Homecoming and 
piek up old conversations like 
they were never separated. 
Perhaps we are never more 
homesick than when we are 
about to return, like the fresh-
man facing semester finals who 
has not been home in four months 
and wants to do nothing but pack 
and go. Or. like the singer of the 
Simon and Garfunkel hit 
"Homeward Bound:" " . . . I 
need someone to comfort me . . 
. I wish I was homeward bound." 
The idea of home has a 
powerful hold on us. Our roots lie 
there; a part of us always wants 
to go back. _ 
From our childhood, some of 
our favorite stories have been 
ones that told of the security of 
home. 
We felt terror at the thought of 
Hansel and Gretel lost in the 
forest and were relieved when 
they made it safely home. We felt 
sorry for the little pigs who had to 
flee from destroyed homes, and 
we were glad when they found 
refuge in the third pig's sturdy 
brick house, which even the evil 
wolf's winds couldn't knock over. 
A man's home is his c~tle, 
they say; it is a fortress 
surrounding us, protecting us, 
with people to take care of us and 
cater to us. 
"Htitne is the place where, 
when you have to go there, they 
have to t&Jte you in," says a 
character in Robert Frost's poem 
"The Death of the Hired Man." 
The Biblical story of the prodigal 
son bas served as a model for 
ages of prodigal sons and 
daughter,&; who left home, 
realized tbat what they had at 
home was better than what they 
found outside, came back and 
were welcomed with the warmest 
acceptance and love. 
"I should have called it (home) 
something you som~how haven't 
to deserve," another character in 
the poem says. There is a Biblical 
parallel: we are welcomed back 
into our homes unconditionally, 
almost. through grace, just as 
grace will admit us into another, 
Laura L. Brown 
more permanent home. 
What makes a home home, 
though, is not a geographical 
location or a structure. Home is 
people. 
"I never had a place I could 
call my very own; but that's all 
right, my love, 'cause you're my 
home . . . You're my castle, 
you're my cabin and my instant 
pleasure dome; I need you in my 
house 'cause you're my home," 
Billy Joel sings in his tune 
"You're My Home." 
A home begins with a husband 
and a wife. It is no secret that 
many people who are single when 
they come to Harding leave 
married or at least engaged. For 
those alumni, coming home to 
Harding evokes_ memories of 
their ftrst meetings and times 
But a homecoming for those 
people can be something much 
more simple, too. Those former 
roommates can be catapulted 
into memories of that home away 
from home by a long letter or a 
surprise phone call across the 
miles. 
The phrase "home away from 
home" points out a quality Of the 
human spirit, and perhaps 
especially of the American 
spirit: adaptability. We can 
comfortably adjust to several 
homes in our lifetimes; we can 
feel the same fondness for the 
home that we and our spouses 
have built for our children that 
So we come home for the 
holidays, bringing gifts that can 
hardly express the love and 
gratefulness brimming over 
inside us, sometimes }>.ringing 
our own new homes with us. We 
return at Homecoming, trying to 
hang onto the threads of the 
years that were so special. 
All our returnings to what we 
used to call home are not really 
steps backward, but lunges 
forward, blind questing for 
permanence. Someday, the faith-
ful among us sense, we will find 
that permanent home - more 
meaningful, more lovely, more 
loving and more indestructible 
than we can imagine. 
. .,. 
-
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ANDY'S FROZEN YOGURT ••• It tastes too good to be 
good for you ••• yet it has 50% feu;er calories and 80% 1ess 
butteifat·than premium ice cream. _ . 
ANDY'S FROZEN YOGURT ••• It tastes too good to 
be nutritious ••• but it contains healthful yogurt cultures, one 
of the world's most beneficial foods. 
ANDY'S FROZENYOOURT ••• It tastes too good to be 
yogurt ••• but it is-with the high~t quality ingredients and 
all-natural fruit flavors. · 
ANDY'S FROZEN YOOURT ••• It tastes too good not 
to tryit! 
Now Available at 
3004 E. Race Street ~-UR 
71- ---.........-'/' ... W'U'WR.. ""~ ~- .........  · Searcy 
• _.., 
-
. . 
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Summer in New Guinea forces a mixture of cultures 
Nancy Henley, a May 
economics graduate, and her 
sister Lori, a junior physical 
education major, spent 11 weeks 
of their summer on the tropical 
island of Papua, New Guinea, 
working as volunteer missionary 
assistants. 
The two sisters became in-
terested in going to New Guinea 
after listening to stories from 
their dad Marlin, who had spent a 
two-week visit there the summer 
before. At first Lori and Nancy 
joked around with the idea of 
going to the island themselves 
and then, the more they talked, 
the more serious they became 
about going. 
They were able to raise $4,500 
to cover the cost of flying to the 
islands with the help of their 
home congregation, the 
Maryland Heights Church of 
Christ, in St. Louis, Mo., and 
were on their way to Papua eight 
days after the end of the spring 
semester. 
They were put to work as soon 
as they got there, helping ad-
minister first aid to the islanders. 
The treatment consisted mainly 
of distributing medication for 
malaria and wrapping leg ulcers, 
caused by a lack of personal 
Phonothon sets 
national record 
The biggest phonothon ever is 
complete and written in record 
books both at Harding and 
nationally. 
The Alumni Challenge 
phonothon, which raised a total of 
$2,135,068, involved ap-
proximately 150 callers. The 
callers, made up of faculty 
members, students -and Searcy 
residents, completed 8,454 phone 
calls. 
According to David Crouch, 
director of the Alumni Placement 
Office, the hours put in by the 
callers alone totaled 2,360. That 
total does not include clerical 
work. 
The phonothon equals a little 
more than half of the long-range 
fund-raising goal when combined 
with the million dollar challenge. 
Two anonymous men, one from 
the President's Development 
Board and one from the Board of 
Trustees, offered $500,000 each if 
the phonothon reached the $2 
million mark. 
"Each year Harding must 
raise $1 million besides student 
payments just to balance the 
budget. This year's fund-raising 
efforts will spread over the next 
five years," Crouch, organizer of 
the phonothon, said. 
hygiene. 
The American women also 
helped teacb English and Pidgin, 
the .island's national language 
based on English and German, at 
the local congregation's ~chool. 
One thing that the women 
found hard to get used to was the 
crowds of people in the streets. 
"There were mobs and mobs of 
people," LQri said. "And they 
were real curious- they'd follow 
you anywhere. You had to get 
used to them staring at you." 
But the Henley sisters found 
that they were as curious as the 
islanders when it came to un-
derstanding the tribal super-
stitions. Everything from human 
hair to dreams about death had 
significance and was taken 
seriously. 
Fire played a central role in the 
life of the tribal people, who kept 
one burning continuously inside 
their thatched huts. To the 
islanders, fire is the source of 
light and heat, and families 
gather around it to tell stories 
throughout the evening. 
Learning to give up the things 
that Americans take for granted 
was one of the harder parts of the 
summer for the women. 
They had to learn to live with 
the bugs, lizards and rats that 
also occupied the house they 
stayed in for the summer. The 
two said they eventually got used 
to the morning ritual of swatting 
swarms of mosquitoes before 
they could use the shower stall. 
Privacy was another comfort 
Lori and Nancy had to learn to 
live without. Because of the 
tropical heat, holes were cut into 
each wall of a room so that any 
passing breezes could be put to 
use in cooling the dwelling. 
Residents of the island of 
Papua don't have many of the 
same eating habits as 
Junior Lori Henley spent 11 weeks last summer In Papua, New 
Guinea as a volunteer nilssionary assistant. by JrM BRADLEY 
FLIPPIN - KIIHNL 
EYE CARE-CENTE.R, P. C. 
311 North Spruce Street Highway -367 South 
Searcy, Arkansas 72143 Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010 
501/268-3577 501/724-6376 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020 
Howard F. Flippin, O.D. 
General Optometry 
Michael Kiihnl, O.D. 
General and Pediatric 
Optometry 
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Americans, either, the girls 
discovered. 
Fresh fruits and vegetables 
were plentiful, but very little else 
was. Island natives enjoyed such 
delicacies as lamb fat and bat 
meat. The two missionary 
assistants from St. Louis decided 
to become vegetarians for the 
summer. 
New Guineans are trying to 
keep the Western influence out of 
their country and want it to 
develop its future on its own. 
"They don't want TV because 
they don't want Western ideas to 
corrupt the people," Lori said. 
The absence of Western in-
fluence was obvious, Lori said, in 
their treatment of women. 
"Women are tough people," 
Lori said. "They do all the work, 
keep the gardens, care for the 
children. It was not uncommon to 
see a woman walking to market 
with firewood balanced on her 
head, food on her back and a 
child on each hand, while the 
man walks behind her carrying a 
knife." 
Lori said that the summer was 
a learning experience and that 
any ideas they might have had 
about "changing the world" were 
dampened as soon as they got 
there. 
"I was not there to change 
them to my ways," Lori said. "I 
wanted to be their friend and to 
know their ways. 
"I don't feel guilty that I live in 
America with our conveniences. 
That's our way. They don't 
complain about the poverty they 
live in. It's their way of life. I 
don't even know if they could 
ever except our ways." 
HEY II you're a student getting " B's" or better, you may qualify lor I Farmers-in the form of special 
SMARTY I 
bonus tower ra:es on your auto 
insurance Call today and get the 
• facts on Farmers money·savmg 
Go()d Student Awto Policy. 
HARRIS INSURANCE AGENCY 
.. 02 North Grand 
Searcy, Arkansas 721-U 
Phane 268-3811 
Homecoming Mums 
made to order. 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE 
CALL NOW 
Carren's Florist 
268-6779 268-7941 
.. 
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A sh3rt guide to current on charges of drug trafficking the Lebanese army and 
11ational news and brief campus and racketeering in a $24 police," which he said are 
~vents. million cocaine smuggling steadily expanding their grip 
DeLorean 
An FM radio station in Los 
Angeles relayed a dedication 
just after midnight earlier this 
week: from a listener in Simi 
Valley to John De Lorean, the 
rock single "Cocaine," 
guitarist Eric Clapton's drug 
hymn that features thousands 
of concert-goers shouting that 
one-word refrain. 
De Lorean, a former 
General Motors vice 
president, was indicted last 
week by a federal grand jury 
scheme. on the capital. 
Marines patrol 
The state department said 
Monday that President 
Reagan has ordered U.S. 
Marines now guarding the 
Beirut international airport to 
begin limited patrol on the 
streets of east Beirut. 
John Hughes, the depart-
ment's chief spokesman, said 
the Marines, along with troops 
from Italy and France, will 
constitute "a presence to 
bolster the security efforts of 
The presence of the Marines 
was requested· by Lebanese 
President Amin Gemayel and 
approved by Reagan after 
consultations with 
congressional leaders. 
Bailey writes book 
Competition among states 
for the toughest new law 
against drunken driving can 
be bad news for the sober 
motorist as well as the in-
toxicated one, defense at-
torney F. Lee Bailey says in a 
handbook of legal advice for 
motorists. 
Bailey, who was acquitted 
of a drunken driving charge 
earlier this year in San 
Francisco, said there is "a 
new atmosphere now, an 
electricity in the air of traffic 
regulation." 
In his book How to Protect 
Yourself Against Cops In 
California And Other Strange 
Places, the attorney said a 
recent wave of new laws has 
led to problems for innocent 
motorists who don't know 
their rights. 
"I have no sympathy with 
those who drive drunk, for a 
moving vehicle is a highly 
dangerous instrument,'' 
Bailey said. 
Group in concert 
The Belles and Beaux will 
be in concert tomorrow at 
11:15 a.m. in Benson 
Auditorium. The group will 
present a musically diverse 
show of popular songs and 
comedy. 
Art show 
The senior art show of 
Michal Earnhart will be 
displayed in Stevens Art 
Gallery next week. The 
gallery is open weekdays from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
·--------------------------------··---~ ~ * GOOD FOR 1 FREE CLAS\ 
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TOWN & COUNTRY 
BEAUTY SALON 
Wants To Serve You 
• Open 6 Days A Week 
• We Welcome Walk-Ins 
Our Hairdressers: 
Nina Ruth Yvonne ~ 
Brenda Irene Nadean 
liz Linda 
205 N. Locust 
Searcy 
(Behind the Poor Boy's Burger Barn) 
Phone: 
268-3431 
or 
268-4951 
One hundred and thirteen 
voters turned out at the precinct 
in the lobby of the American 
Heritage Center Tuesday. 
In the race for governor, 
Harding precinct voters chose 
incumbent Frank White by a 
four-to-one margin over Bill 
Clinton, 89 to 24. Voters across 
the state disagreed, however, 
putting Clinton back into the 
governor's office for a second 
term. 
Campus voters favored the 
Republican ticket in the races for 
the Second Congressional 
District, choosing incumbent Ed 
Bethune over Democrat Charles 
George by a convincing 99 to 14 
margin. 
The race for attorney general 
was somewhat closer with 
campus precinct voters favoring 
Republican Tom Ferstl over 
incumbent Steve Clark, 59 to 46. 
Clark won the bid for reelection 
with 74 percent of the vote 
statewide. 
Campus voters were consistent 
with the rest of the state in ap-
proving passage of Amendment 
60, which will raise the ceiijng' on 
interest rates for loans to 17 
percent. Voters favored the 
proposal 86 to 25. 
Barry Blain, a senior who was 
Make bear tracks to A&W 
for our .special 
r----------------------------------------, 
Buy a LARGE order of fries and 
a LARGE Root Beer and get a Y4 lb. 
Burger for a QUARTER. 
L------~--------------------------------~ 
Specializing in: 
• A&W Root Beer Float ~ 
408 N. Walnut 268-8112 Where our food's as good as our Root Beer. 
Come see us soon! 
a volunteer at the precinct, said 
voter turnout was "moderate." 
About 500 students registered to 
vote in the 1980 elections and 
were still eligbile to vote this 
year but may not have realized it, 
Blain said. 
The voting this year followed 
fairly clpsely to the patterns of 
previous elections, Blain said. In 
the 1980 elections, 87 percent of 
the voters at the Harding 
precinct voted a straight 
Republican ticket. 
Junior Ste\'~t McKinzie marks his ballot In the American Heritage 
Center lobby during Tuesday's elections. by JIM BAAOtEY 
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Waterbuffaloes open season today against Ouachita 
by Ken Bissell 
Today marks the first of 13 
scheduled meets for the 1982-83 
version of the Harding Water-
buffalo swimming team, and 
according to coach Jack 
Boustead, the squad may be the 
best that Harding has suited up in 
years. 
"I guess this year's team may 
have the most experience of any 
since I've been here, and the 
majority of the men are fresh-
men," Boustead said. "We had 
the best recruiting year that 
we've ever had, and we'll be one 
of the top teams in the con-
ference." 
Today's meet is scheduled for 3 
p.m. against Ouachita Baptist in 
the New Gym swimming pool. 
Boustead said next Friday the 
squad will travel to Hendrix 
College for the Hendrix Classic 
and then back to Conway for the 
Hendrix Relays the following 
day. 
Other matches include a 
triangular meet at Southern 
Arkansas against SAU and 
Arkansas Tech Nov. 19, a 
triangular meet with Henderson 
State and Hendrix at Henderson 
Dec. 1 and a dual meet at 
Arkansas Tech Dec. 3. 
The schedule resumes in late 
January and concludes with the 
AIC championships in late 
February and the NAIA cham-
pionships in early March. Both 
are to be held on the Ouachita 
Baptist University campus. 
Boustead said the strength of 
this year's squad will be depth, 
an asset that recent teams have 
lacked. "We have some men who 
can swim just about everything, 
but they won't have to this year 
because we have more bodies 
that can compete than in years 
past," Boustead said. "Only a 
few will be swimming more than 
one or two strokes, and that sure 
helps out in the big meets." 
The strength of the team will be 
the sprints and the butterfly, 
although the Buffaloes should 
also be ~,>trong in the diving 
Bison harriers place third 
in Southeastern Classic 
The Bison cross country team 
placed third in Southeastern 8,000 
meters Classic at Percy Warner 
Park, Nashville, Tenn. last 
Saturday Oct. 30. 
Larry Wayne of Fair Hope, 
Ala. led the Bisons, placing 
seventh in overall competition 
with a time of 26:10. AI Bates of 
Nashville, Tenn. was ninth with 
26:17. 
Three time All-AIC Joe 
O'Conor of Shelter Island, N.Y. 
came in 11th with a time of 26:28. 
Tomy Sitton of Atlanta was 18th 
with 26:53. 
Ken Berry of Little Rock was 
25th with 27:31. All-AIC Jeff 
Westover of Sidney, Ohio came in 
26th behind Berry with a time of 
S.R. 
Concert 
Zl: 45, followed by Mitch McCohn 
of New London, Ohio at Zlth with 
Zl:51. 
Max Russel of David Lipscomb 
was individual winner of the 
meet with a time of 25: 38. 
Berry College managed to have 
a one-point edge to defeat 
Belmont University with a score 
of 47 points. Belmont University 
was second with 48 points, 
followed by the Bisons with a 
score of 67 points for third. 
Lincoln Memorial University 
was fourth with 88 points, and 
David Lipscomb College placed 
fifth with a score of 95 points. 
The Bisons will compete in the 
NAIA District 17 showdown today 
at Batesville. 
o r 
events. 
Returning to lead the squad 
will be three-year captain Ben 
Waites. An All-AIC selection last 
spring, Waites came back in good 
shape and hopes to continue the 
pace he set a year ago. In that 
campaign, he established five 
school records and proved 
himself a leader. 
Also returning are Terry 
Jones, Matthew Ford, Mike 
Gurganus and Richard Denney. 
Jones, a diver, worked out with 
the University of Arkansas age 
group team, and Boustead will 
use him for swimming events as 
well. 
Ford, a dedicated sprinter, 
proved himself to be competitive 
last year when he was put in the 
fast heat of the 100-yard freestyle 
in the AIC Championships and 
led until the last quarter. 
"Matthew knows exactly what he 
has to do, and he has worked very 
hard," Boustead said. 
Gurganus is a veteran on the 
squad, this being his ninth year of 
diving for the Buffaloes. "Mike 
has improved tremendously this 
year," Boustead said, "and he 
will be a tough competitor for 
us." Denney, a sprinter, earned 
his eligibility this year after 
becoming ineligible last season 
and will add much depth to the 
team. 
Freshmen will carry more 
weight than in past yeats, as five 
experienced swimmers are 
competing straight out of high 
school. Gano Butcher will be 
competitive in all four strokes. 
"Gano has one of the most 
beautiful butterflies I've seen," 
Boustead said. 
Scott Smith, a freshman from 
Ft. Smith, changed from Abilene 
Christian University to Harding 
and will be swimming both the 
back and breast strokes. 
Wes Holland is another fresh-
man who will see a lot of duty, as 
will Chris Boutcher and Jonathan 
Hines. 
Holland suffered a knee injury 
S: A. 
Goncer-t 
and is trying to regain his old 
form. He will compete in the 
backstroke and butterfly. 
Boutcher is a California native 
who is another good butterflier, 
and Hines has had some high 
school experience. 
In the diving division, 
sophomore Doug Hurst and 
freshman Sam McDonald plan to 
compete as well. Hurst is 
currently struggling 'with back 
problems but is hoping to com-
pete. McDonald is a newcomer to 
For Pizza Out . 
DISCOUNT 
COUPON 
This coupon good for the 
following discount on 
these 3 sizes of pizzas 
GOOD ON ORIGINAL 
OR DEEP DISH 
$3.00 Off a Large 
$2.00 Off a Medium 
$1.00 Off a Small 
Dine In or Carry Out 
On This Coupon Only 
This is the perfect coupon 
when just one pizza 
will be enough! 
(Void with other coupons) 
2600 East Race ...... 266-4107 
Searcy, AR 
Expires Nov. 11, 1912 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
. ~ P.lzza J..nn ~] r 
diving, but has shown a lot of 
potential. 
Other team members include 
David Laikind and Lloyd Smith. 
Both have no previous ex-
perience but are steadily im-
proving as they prepare for the 
season. 
"The first meet may be one of 
the best of the year, because 
Ouachita should have an out-
standing team," Boustead said. 
"We just hope that our boys have 
prepared enough for them." 
It's Pizza Inn. 
Buy one pizza 
get the next 
smaller size 
free 
With this coupon buy any 
large or medium size 
thin crust or Deep Dish 
pizza at regular menu price 
and receive one pizza of 
the next smaller size with 
equal number of ingre-
dients and the same type 
r.rust 
FREE 
Dine In Or Carry Out 
on this coupon only 
(void with other coupons) 
2600 East Race . ..... 266-4107 
Searcy, AR 
Expires Nov. 11, 1912 . ~ P.lzz.a J..nn~ .::. 
Please Present with Guest Check 1 I I Please Present with Guest Check 
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Homecoming 
Special 
Fiesta Dinner 
All meat and bean burrito covered with 
homemade chili and cheese sauce, topped 
with lettuce, tomatoes, cheddar cheese, 
order of spanish rice and your choice of 
drink. 
Only 
$2.95 
Carry-Outs Welcome 
268-1449 
2800 E. Race (Across from Wai·Mart) 
-; 
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Bisons come from behind to defeat UAM Boll Weevils 
Long plays dominated early on, 
but it was quarterback Kyle 
Blickenstafrs magic show that 
propelled the Harding Bisons to a 
come-from-behind 27-21 win over 
the University of Arkansas-
Monticello Boll Weevils. The win 
spoiled UAM's homecoming and 
was the first over an AIC op-
ponent for the Bisons after a nine 
conference game drought 
stretching over three seasons. 
"We're just tickled to death to 
be back on the winning road," 
Bison head coach John Prock 
said. "We've been so close so 
many times, and this time we 
came out on top. The kids have 
worked so hard and it's finally 
paying off for us." 
The basic sustained drive was 
what made the difference in the 
game. With the Boll Weevils 
leading 21-16 late in the fourth 
quarter, the Bisons, took 
possession with 9:19 remaining, 
and the ball stopped on the 
Harding ~yard line. With a third 
down and six situation at the 30, 
Blickenstaff threw a pass in-
tended for Mark Adkison, but it 
was intercepted by Weevil 
linebacker James Turner and it 
appeared that the Black and 
Wedding Invitations ... 
Latest styl~ to choose from! 
Ask about invitations with photo of couple! 
We custom make invitations 
at reasonable prices. 
HARDING PRESS 
(an auxiliary enterprise of Harding) 
HERMAN WEST, printer 
300 S. Remington 
(Soathwest .Comer of Campus) 
Gold's hopes for a victory had 
quickly diminished. 
However, UAM defensive t!nd 
Randy Sandner was called for 
roughing the passer after he 
nailed Blickenstaff with a blow 
following his release of the ball. 
Weevil head coach Harold Tilley 
was heard to say, "That's gonna 
cost the game'', and he was right. 
After sitting out a play to 
recover from the hit, the rangy 
senior playcaller sound split end 
Mike Peacock open for a 25 yard 
gain, and Adkison for five yards 
on a key third-and-four situation 
from the UAM 26. 
From the 21, freshman Glenn 
Segars earned five, Harding was 
called for illegal procedure, and 
Blickenstaff was sacked for a 
seven yard loss followed by an 
incomplete pass. So the situation 
was once again crucial: fourth 
down and 17 yards from the 
Monticello 28. 
Blick reached into his magic 
bag of tricks and found slotback 
Gary Hill open, and the 
sophomore from Memphis made 
another of his sensational clutch 
catches for a 20 yard gain to the 
eight. Segars ran for six and one 
yards to the one before fullback 
James Joyce banged over from a 
yard out to give the Bisons a 22-21 
lead. Blickenstaff hit Dry for the 
important two point conversion, 
putting the Bisons ahead, 24-21. 
The game wasn't over, 
however, as the Weevils were 
determined to come back. The 
Bisons defense put a quick stop to 
that idea as defensive back David 
Fullerton snagged a Mike Singler 
pass on the first play of the drive. 
Starting from the Monticello 18, 
the Black and Gold marched to 
the 10, where kicker Steve Hunter 
booted a 27 yard field goal with 
0:59left. Bruce Baldwin halted a 
last ditch Boll Weevil effort 
with an interception and a 38 
yard return with 35 seconds 
On third down and five from the 
25, Segars took a pitchout on the 
right side, broke a tackle, and 
raced 75 yards for a score. Mc-
Coy was stopped short on the two 
point conversion, leaving the 
score 7-6 in favor of the Boll 
Weevils with 12:17 remaining in 
the first quarter. 
After trading punts several 
times through the remainder of 
the first quarter, the Bisons had 
the ball at the opening of the 
second quarter. It was on that 
first play, from the Harding 26, 
that the Bisons broke another 
long play. Blickenstaff faked a 
handoff on a play action pass, 
and dumped the ball to tight end 
Dry, who took the quick pass 74 
yards for a touchdown. Hunter 
booted the extra point to-give the 
Bisons a 13-7 lead. 
Harding reserve defensive end 
John Baker's interception set up 
another Bison score. Starting 
from the MQnticello 43, the Black 
Phone: 268-8431 or Campus Ext. 341 
by MIKE /AMES 
Randy Buttram, an offe111lve player for the Blsons, bracing himself for a tackle, carries the ball In 
Saturday's game against the BoD WeevUs. The Blsons won, pushing their season's record to 5-3. 
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remaining, securing the Harding 
victory. 
The contest began as a fiasco of 
long plays. On the first play from 
scrimmage1 Singler hit split end Marvin Seets for a 74 yard gain to 
the six yard line. Three plays 
later, Singler kept it himself for a 
two yard touchdown run. Greg 
Easter . kicked the extra point, 
giving the Weevils a quick Nl 
lead. 
The Bisons took the ball at the 
20 after Tony McCoy received 
Easter's kickoff in the endzone. 
and Gold marched to the 14, 
where the drive stalled. From 
there, Hunter booted a 31 yard 
field goal with 8:58 left in the 
half. The score remained 16-7 
until the intermission. 
UAM cut the lead to 16-14 on a 
long 71 yard drive in 14 plays 
midway through the third 
quarter. Running fullback 
Tommy Hobson and tailback 
Wayne Vincent every play, the 
Weevils marched to the one, 
where Singler scored his second 
(See WEEVILS, page 12) 
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isons to face Muleriders 
Tomorrow, the Bisons take on 
the Southern Arkansas 
University Muleriders in the 1982 
Homecoming contest. According 
to Bison coach John Prock, the 
game could be a toughly fought 
battle. 
"They've got one of the finest 
teams in the conference, in my 
estimation," Prock said of the 
Muleriders. "I picked them to 
win the conference race before 
the season began, and they've 
just had some bad breaks fall 
against them." · 
The Riders carry a 3-3-1 mark 
into the contest, with an 0-2-1 
conference record. Last week, 
the Muleriders dropped a tough 
17-7 loss to Henderson State 
University at home and are still 
looking for that initial AIC vic-
tory. 
Still, they have a stockyard of 
talent. Runningback Gerald 
Pride has led the conference in 
rushing most of the season and is 
a seasoned veteran. Last year, 
Pride rushed for 76 yards and a 
score while SAU defeated the · 
Bisons, 14-10. 
One major question mark 
remains unanswered as of press 
time on the Rider squad, and that 
is the quarterback situation. 
Senior Gary Sheppard missed the 
Henderson game because of 
disciplinary reasons and his 
status isn't known for sure 
concerning the Bison contest. 
Last week, freshman Jerry 
Copeland of Texarkana, Texas 
started and had a fair day. He 
will probably once again get the 
nod if Sheppard doesn't play. 
For the Bisons, there are no 
VVeevils ____________ __ 
(continued from page 11) 
touchdown of the afternoon . 
Easter booted the extra point 
with 5: 21left in the third quarter. 
Singler called his number for 
the third time early in the fourth 
quarter for a score. Blickenstaff 
was intercepted by U AM safety 
Morgan Wright at the Harding 35 
and he returned it 18 yards to the 
17. Five plays later, Singler went 
over from three yards for the 
score. Easter once again kicked 
the PAT to putthe Weevils on top, 
21-16, with 12:34 left, thus 
setting up the dramatic drive by 
the Bisons later in the quarter. 
Statistically, the Bisons had an 
excellent afternoon. Blickenstaff 
completed seven of 12 passes for 
165 yards and a score. Segars had 
his best outing as a Bison, 
gaining 134 yards on 16 carries 
and scoring on his 75 yard jaunt. 
Dry had two interceptions for 85 
yards and a score while Baldwin 
had two interceptions. 
Tomorrow, the Bisons take on 
the Southern Arkansas 
University Muleriders in the 
annual homecoming clash. 
Kickoff is scheduled for 2 p.m. 
A Different Sport? 
Looking for a diversion? Try Col-
lege Bowl. Games continue Monday 
and Tuesday from 5 · to 9 p.m. in the 
American Studies Auditorium. 
Tom's would like to thank 
the Faculty & Students 
for your support. 
-------------------------. I Beginning Friday, Nov. 5, 1982 1 
I · I 
1 the first 100 people that 1 
l bring in this coupon l 
I and ordering a dinner will I 
I receive a FREE Tom's Place Hat! I 
I I 
1-------------------------J 
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Fri. &Sat. 10-10 268-5706 
809 S. Main 
Searcy 
major injuries hampering them 
as they prepare for the contest. 
Tailback Tony McCoy has a deep 
bruised thigh, and was held out of 
much of this week's practice to 
allow it to heal. That could mean 
freshman Glenn Segars may see 
more action than usual this week. 
Also, linebacker Greg Poston is 
bothered by a knee and tackle 
Gordon Roddenberry has a 
bruised back, but both should be 
available for service. 
"The game could be r~al im-
portant for us because if all the 
chips fall in the right places, we 
might have an outside shot at a 
tie for the conference cham-
pionship," Prock said. "Right 
now, we're just playing them one 
gam~ at a time." 
Kickoff is scheduled for 2 p.m. 
Tennyson named 
to youth council 
for second year 
Jeff Tennyson, a junior 
marketing major, has been 
named to the National Youth 
Council of the March of Dimes 
Birth Defects Foundation for the 
second year. 
Tennyson, a native of Valley 
Springs, became involved with 
the March of Dimes while ser-
ving as governor of the Missouri-
Arkansas district of Key Club 
International. 
The six-member National 
Youth Council assists the March 
of Dimes in planning and coor-
dinating youth programs for 
prevention of birth defects. The 
council oversees community 
service, fund-raising and peer 
education. 
Tennyson, who has served as a 
staff intern for Congressman 
John Paul Hammerschmidt, is a 
member of the Economics Team. 
Parental rights case 
interests ACLU 
A resolution passed early last 
week by the Augusta school 
board requiring teachers' 
children to attend the town's 
public schools affects only one 
teacher, Janice Beardon of 
Augusta, whose son Rob is a sixth 
grader at Harding Academy, the 
Associated Press reported. 
Sandra Kurjiaka, director of 
the Arkansas chapter of the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
<ACLU), said the resolution 
violates parental rights and the 
rights _()f privacy and freedom of 
association. She said the ACLU 
might be interested in taking the 
case, but the Beardons said they 
had not talked with her about it. 
Bay Fitzhugh, a school board 
member, said the attendance of 
Beardon's son in a private school 
is disruptive and demonstrates a 
lack of confidence in their local 
public school system. 
Beardon said Rob is attending 
Harding Academy because it 
offers courses not offered in the 
Augusta elementary school. He is 
currently enrolled in a computer 
programming course and a 
foreign languages course that 
combines instruction in several 
languages. 
The youth's enrollment at 
Harding isn't intended to be a 
statement about the quality of 
education in Augusta schools, 
Beardon said. The Beardons' 6-
year-old daughter Trisha attends 
Augusta public schools. 
Balloon 
Bouquets 
Call: 268-4443 
NAUTILUS 
All girls who entered the 3 
FREE months exercise contest 
can present their I. D. at CASA 
any time in November for one 
FREE week of Exercise classes. 
The winner of the 3 FREE 
months of Exercise Classes wi II 
be in next week's BISON. 
